
TECHNICAL DATASHEET (TDS)

USES 
For the repair of Auto Body scratches and stone chips caused by standard vehicle road use.

Preperation 
Clean the area to be painted well using the scooby’s paints Sp5000 paint compound, using a clothe to apply small amounts and rub of in a circular motion 
until the area is clean. Remove all dust, dirt, residue and wax. Using the alcohol wipes clean the scratched area well. this will remove any small dirt 
trapped in the scratch. Using the P1500 sand paper along with the sanding aid, sand down the scratch / stone chip, this will level of all imperfections
and chip damage to make a good smooth surface for painting. After sanding clean again with the alcohol wipes.

 
Primer Application
Depending on the depth of the scratch this stage can be missed if it is a small scratch, the rule of thumb is if the paint sinks into the scratch 
after 2 coats and does not sit level with the surrounding paint then primer should be used. Apply the primer either with the brush in the lid or 
with the paint spears provided. Apply light even coats and allow 15 Minutes between coats to allow drying to occur. Build up the primer coats
until the primer fills out the scratch. When you have finish the primer stage allow to fully dry for 2 hours. A handy tip is to use a hair drier 
when applying the primer, this will speed up the whole process. 
After drying use the P1500 paper again to sand down the primer until the surface is smooth and level with the surrounding paint work.
Clean the area well again with the alcohol wipes. 

Paint Application

Shake the bottle WELL, this is so important. Apply small light coats of the paint using the brush in the lid or the painting spears supplied, After each coat
allow 10-15 minutes to dry, again a hair drier will speed this up. Usually 2-3 coats is enough paint. Apply enough paint so the paint sits slightly higher
than the surrounding paint work, this will be fixed in the next stage. Allow an overnight drying time before the final stage

After a full 12 hours  you are ready to use the sand paper to sand down the paint and get a perfectly level surface. lightly sand the area’s, when you are
finished polish the scratches using the Sp5000 compound this will cut the paint down and blend it into the surrounding paint work.

Safety
Keep this product out of the reach of children. Use disposable gloves when painting. Keep away from heat, hot surfaces, sparks, 
open flames and other ignition sources. No smoking, IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes.
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Final Stage

ONE STEP AHEAD PAINT REPAIR KIT
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